Global Campus - The first and unique network of Master Programmes

The European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC) is an interdisciplinary centre of excellence formed by 41 universities from all European Union Member States. EIUC developed, with the support of the EU, the setting up of the Global Campus of Master’s Programmes and Diplomas in Human Rights and Democratisation taking the management of six Regional Master’s Programmes now taking place in five continents. In February 2015 the Master in Democratic Governance-Democracy and Human Rights in the Mena Region officially joined as the seventh regional master’s programme of the network.

Global Campus realised a video that shows the first and unique network of master programmes: Europe, South-East Europe, Caucasus, Asia Pacific Region, Arab World, Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean. Which are the specific objectives actions?

Provide high-level education at Master level, spread awareness of the universal values and foster the outreach of the programmes. Horst Fischer, President of EIUC, Vahan Bournazian, Coordinator of the GC Research programme, Veronica Gomez, President of the GC since September 2015, Guilherme Daltrozzo Corte, LATMA Programme student, Edward Kahuthia Murimi, LLM Programme student, Grace Mukulwamutiyo, LLM Programme student, tell the importance of the GC.